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University of São Paulo (USP) 
 Founded in 1934 
 10 cities (São Paulo State) 
 
 Graduate programs: 239 
 Undergraduate courses: 240  
 
 Community 
 Undergraduate students: 57.300 
 Graduate students: 26.568 
 Faculty: 5.865 
 Administrative and support staff: 16.187 
 TOTAL: 105.920 
 
 Libraries 
 45 libraries 
 8 million items 
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USP – Evolution in Scopus 
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USP – Evolution in Web of Science 
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USP in Universities Rankings 
Webometrics - Ranking Web of 
Universities (july, 2012) 
World - 15th position 
BRICS - 1st position 
 
Scimago Institutions Rankings (2012) 
World - 11st position 
Iberoamerican - 1st position 
Higher Education - 5th position 
Times Higher Education (2011/2012 ) 
World: 178th position 
 
 QS World University Rankings 
(2012/2013 ) 
World: 139th position 
Latin America: 1st position 
 
 Academic Ranking of World Universities - Shanghai Ranking (2012) 
World: 101-150th position 
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USP DIGITAL LIBRARIES 
ACADEMIC CONTENTS 
- Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations 
- eAULAS  
- Open Educational Resources 
SCIENTIFIC CONTENTS 
- Digital Library of USP Intellectual Production 
- Scientific Journals Portal 
OTHER CONTENTS 
- Rare books 
- Maps 
- Images 
ACADEMIC CONTENTS  
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Digital Library of Theses and 
Dissertations (BDTD) 
www.teses.usp.br 
2001 – Voluntary deposit 
2005– Mandatory Policy 
Self archive 
 
Libraries team 
 
Full and open ETD 
 
Reduced version for period  
of time 
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Digital Library of Theses and 
Dissertations (BDTD) 
 Every year 
 5.600 Dissertations and Theses 
 
 2011 
 Dissertation: 2.214 
 Theses: 3.417 
 
 Today 
Dedalus / ILS: 107.244  
BDTD / ETD : 35.571 
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Digital Library of Theses and 
Dissertations (BDTD) 
 145.000 visits/month 
 
 World Ranking Web of Repositories  
(Webometrics – july/2012) 
 7th position (World) 
 3rd position (Top Institutionals) 
 
 Software in-house 
 
 Member of National BDTD since 2001 
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e-Aulas (Videos Classes) 
www.eaulas.usp.br 
- 800 videos  of 
several classes 
 
 
- Beta test 
 
- Software in-house 
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Open Educational Resources  
-Repository in implementation 
 
-Pilot with faculties from Dentistry and Medical School 
- By now 300 objects to test 
 
-Metadata – LOM and Dublin Core  
 
-Software DSpace 
 
-Partnership: Ministry of Education and Ministry of Science and 
Tecnology 
SCIENTIFIC CONTENTS 
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Digital Library of USP Intellectual 
Production (BDPI) 
www.producao.usp.br 
 Intellectual 
Production 
 
 academic 
 scientific 
 technical 
 artistic 
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Digital Library of USP Intellectual 
Production (BDPI) 
  Software 
Dspace + several applications (statistics, links solution…) 
 
Metadata 
DC + USP 
 
 Structure 
 Schools and Departments 
 Graduate Program, Research groups, Faculties function...  
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Digital Library of USP Intellectual 
Production (BDPI) 
  Focus now 
Papers in Scientific Journals – 27.000 by year 
 
 Journals in Scielo and WOS – 2008 – 2010 
 
 32000 documents in total 
 13.207 documents  already in the institucional repository 
  - 12000 paper open access 
  - 792 articles totally restricted 
  - 726  restricted articles to IP/USP 
   - 06 articles with embargo requested by publisher 
 
By now, only PDF published version – In future pre-print and 
post print 
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Digital Library of USP Intellectual 
Production (BDPI) 
 USP Metadata 
 Papers by knowledge areas  
 Dispersion of published papers by journals title 
 Social network based on  
 co-autorship: institutional, national and international, 
 Professors, students, staffs internal and external 
 Papers by Journal Impact Factor and  Journal H Index 
 Now we are working to include the Brazilian indicator 
QUALIS by CAPES – Coordenação de Aperfeiçoamento de 
Pessoal de Nível Superior 
 Links between BDPI and FAPESP Virtual Library 
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Digital Library of USP Intellectual 
Production (BDPI) 
DLIP 
USP 
HARVESTING 
SELF-ARCHIVE 
LIBRARIAN’S TEAM 
SWORD PROTOCOL 
MANUAL IMPORTATION 
LATTES 
USP WEB SCALE 
DISCOVERY 
GOOGLE  SCHOLAR 
METASEARCHERS 
REFERENCES MANAGER 
HARVESTING  
OAI/PMH ILS - INTEGRATED LIBRARY 
SYSTEM 
SYSTEM FLOW 
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USP Scientific Journals Portal 
portal.revistasusp.sibi.usp.br 
 200 current titles 
 Accredited journals –  
 62 titles = 31.685 articles 
 Ejournals - 58 titles 
SciELO - 26 titles 
Scopus - 22 titles 
WOS/SCOPUS /JCR – 
12 titles 
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Journals published by USP 
 Profissionalization and internationalization 
 supply of a single portal and teams to support editors 
regarding automated electronic editing, especially in issues 
that increase and add more quality to our production. In 
the latter case, we are talking about editing and English 
language revision services besides the production of full 
texts in XML according to the DTD of PubMed Central, 
currently considered an international standard for all the 
areas. Our journal support program is scalable according to 
the quality level conferred by different existing systems, 
including the already mentioned QUALIS 
 SWORD Protocol 
INTEGRATED SEARCH PORTAL 
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Integrated Search Portal 
www.sibi.usp.br/buscaintegrada 
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Integrated Search Portal 
www.sibi.usp.br/buscaintegrada 
-Web Scale Discovery 
- recommendation 
service, link resolver, 
federated search, mega-
search-index and 
integrated tool of data 
sources 
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Facilities and goals 
 Digitization 
 Digital Preservation 
 Interfaces in Portuguese, English and Spanish 
 Copyrights 
 Partnership with FAPESP to create a São Paulo 
State Open Access Policy based on CRUESP 
integrated institutional repository (USP, UNESP and 
UNICAMP)  
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